
Advertising Review Committee Report 
 
The Advertising Review Committee (ARC) continues to be busy monitoring telephone book advertisements, 
evaluating draft submissions for future advertisements, and responding to advertisement complaints. 
 
The College of Dental Surgeons of Saskatchewan (CDSS) members are responsible for any external 
communication and advertising media that has a bearing on their practice. Dentistry in Saskatchewan continues 
to be a self-regulating profession and the monitoring of advertising continues to be a complaint driven process.  
The ARC appreciates submissions for both pre-evaluation and complaint. 
 
The following are some of the more common advertising issues being encountered by some of our CDSS 
members: 

1. External social media advertisements that are sponsored. 
(CDSS Advertising Standard 18 19 20) 

2. Internet search engine listing’s first 140 characters of a website. 
(CDSS Advertising Standard 22 23 24) 

3. Clinic names – failure to submit for CDSS approval. 
 
The ARC recommends that all CDSS members actively advertising:   

1. Ensure that they themselves, their staff, and or agents who are responsible for such advertising 
duties, read, familiarize, and understand the advertising bylaws and standard. 

2. Submit draft advertisements to the ARC for evaluation and approval prior to distribution. 
3. Preview the draft advertisements themselves prior to submission to the ARC. 

 
Please feel free to contact the Advertising Review Committee with any questions or concerns that you may 
have. 
 
Thank you to Harold Weiss, Dean Heinrichs, Cheryl Vertefeuille, Jenny Tran, Lisa Braun, and Diego Ardenghi for 
their time, efforts, and commitment to the profession of dentistry.  Lastly, a big thank you to Marion Lafreniere 
and Shelly Voykin for managing and organizing all of the heavy lifting of the committee. 
 
Again, the CDSS is not limiting advertising, but it wishes to control the content of external advertisements to 
promote a high standard of professionalism and protect the public from confusing or misleading advertising. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by: 
 
Dean Zimmer 
Chair, Advertising Review Committee 


